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by the same worker. For example, a highly-skilled software engineer might com- 29
plete several times as many functions as an inexperienced worker in a single hour, 30
but the same skilled engineer may occasionally struggle with a particular task, per- 31
haps due toadverse personal circumstances [7]. Thismeans that an employer needs 32
to select workers carefully, in order to consistently achieve a high quality. 33
Second, the online labour market is inherently open and dynamic in nature, 34
with a constant inﬂux of new workers. Thus, there is typically little or no prior 35
knowledge about the expected quality of a particular worker. To illustrate this, 36
more than 96% ofworkers advertising on oDesk have not completed anysigniﬁcant 37
amount of work in the past.3 As a result, an employer will often need to recruit 38
workers it has not previously dealt with and will only gain information about their 39
performance during the course of a project. 40
Third, experts often demand widely varying prices for their services. This can 41
be due to diﬀerences in skill level, but is similarly inﬂuenced by individual expec- 42
tations, local wages and the cost of living in the worker’s country of residence. As 43
an example of this, diﬀerent workers on oDesk charge from as little as $5 to over 44
$200 for one hour of Web design work. Clearly, an employer here needs to balance 45
the cost of workers with the quality of their work — while some workers may be 46
cheaper than others, their quality could be considerably lower. 47
Finally, an employer in an expert crowdsourcing setting also has to take into 48
account several real-world constraints. Typically, a project will have a ﬁxed mon- 49
etary budget that cannot be exceeded. Furthermore, workers cannot complete an 50
arbitrary amount of work within the time scope of the project. In practice, each 51
worker has a limit on the number of hours they can dedicate to a given project. 52
Taken together, these challenges pose acritical problem toany organisation that 53
wishes to crowdsource a considerable amount of work — how should it allocate 54
tasks to unknown workers in order to achieve the highest possible quality of service 55
while staying within a given budget? For example, a company implementing a 56
large software project may wish to maximise the number of working features that 57
meet at least a certain level of quality; while an organisation crowdsourcing an 58
online marketing campaign might be interested in attracting the highest number of 59
new customers. 60
Toaddress these challenges, weturntothe ﬁeldofmulti-armed bandits (MABs), 61
a class of problems dealing with decision-making under uncertainty [1]. These op- 62
timisation problems consider settings where actions (i.e., the pulling of a particular 63
arm) have initially unknown rewards that have to be learnt through noisy obser- 64
3In August 2013, only 85,329 out of the 2.5m registered workers on oDesk had completed at least
one hour of work or earned $1.
3part of the budget to exploration ensures that our algorithm identiﬁes the best- 683
performing workers, which are then exploited with the remaining budget. Second, 684
unlike most of the other benchmarks, it also takes into account task limits in an 685
intelligent way and therefore hires several high-quality workers in parallel while 686
satisfying their respective task constraints. Other benchmarks, such as the budget- 687
limited ε-ﬁrst algorithm, due to their non-eﬃcient way of handling task limits, here 688
often fail to achieve high performance. As the budget rises, it becomes increasingly 689
likely that this limit is met, explaining the relatively higher performance of our 690
approach compared to the benchmarks in settings with larger budgets. Compared 691
to the budget-limited ε-ﬁrst algorithm, the other benchmarks perform even worse 692
— trialsourcing lacks the necessary exploration to identify the best-performing 693
workers, while the uniform and random approaches do not take into account the 694
workers’ performance distributions at all. 695
We can also observe that our algorithm outperforms the modiﬁed versions of 696
KUBE, a theoretically eﬃcient budget-limited MAB algorithm, by up to 78%. In 697
particular, bounded KUBE always outperforms its simpliﬁed counterpart. How- 698
ever, it also incurs a signiﬁcantly higher computational cost, and thus, it is not 699
possible to use bounded KUBE to calculate the solution for the case of an ex- 700
tremely large budget within reasonable time.14 More speciﬁcally, apart from the 701
modiﬁed versions of KUBE, all the algorithms achieve less than 1 second running 702
time for the small, moderate and large cases, and they still need less than 2 seconds 703
for the extremely large case. On the other hand, the simpliﬁed bounded KUBE 704
approach needs approximately 7 seconds for the large case, and 17 seconds for the 705
extremely large case. In addition, the running time of the bounded KUBE method 706
is around 1 hour for the large case, and it cannot achieve any results for the ex- 707
tremely large case. Nevertheless, both bounded KUBE and its simpliﬁed version 708
are outperformed by our approach. One possible reason is that KUBE needs more 709
exploration to ﬁnd eﬃcient solutions, and thus, typically provides less eﬃciency in 710
cases with lower budgets (for more discussions, see [32, 36]). 711
Note that our algorithm approaches the theoretical optimum by up to 75% (in 712
the cases of moderate, large and extreme budgets), while it achieves 61% of the 713
optimal solution’s performance in the scenario with small budgets. This conﬁrms 714
the theoretical regret bounds that show that our solution quality approaches the 715
optimum with a growing budget. 716
While these results cover awide range ofpossible budget levels, around 80% of 717
14All the numerical tests appearing in this paper are performed on a personal computer,
Intelr Xeonr CPU W3520 @2.67GHz with 12GB RAM running the Fedora 18 operation sys-
tem.
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Figure 2: Performance ratio of the algorithms (compared to the optimal solution) in case of jobs with
small budgets (smaller than $1,000).
the jobs on oDesk have a budget smaller than $1,000. Given this, we next further 718
analyse the performance of the algorithms within this budget range (restricting 719
the set of candidates to those that charge at most $30 per hour). The results are 720
depicted in Figure 2 (for ease of comparison, the performance is now expressed 721
as a percentage of the optimal). We also depict the regret bound calculated from 722
Theorem 1 as well, to demonstrate that our algorithm indeed can guarantee the 723
regret bound. Note that hereafter we only show the results of the bounded KUBE 724
(as it has been shown in Table 1 that it outperforms its simpliﬁed counterpart). 725
As we can see, for jobs with very small budgets (i.e., smaller than $100), the 726
performance of our algorithm is similar to that of the budget-limited ε-ﬁrst and 727
trialsourcing. This is due to the fact that with a small budget, longer exploration 728
is a luxury, and thus, those approaches perform well with only a small budget for 729
exploration. However, if the budget is higher than $100, our algorithm clearly 730
outperforms the others by up to 67%. As before, this is because our approach 731
identiﬁes the best-performing workers and deals with the task limits of workers 732
(which start to become an issue with a rising budget). We can also observe that the 733
uniform and random algorithms are clearly worse than our approach for any budget 734
size, as they do not take into account the workers’ performance characteristics at 735
all. In addition, it can clearly be seen that our algorithm is the only one that can 736
guarantee the regret bound (as the others all perform worse than the regret bound 737
as the budget rises above $150). 738
Interestingly, the budget-limited ε-ﬁrst and trialsourcing algorithms ﬁrst per- 739
29the past). Another potential application of our work is cloud computing, where 953
services are potentially unreliable or vary in their quality, and where the maximum 954
number of jobs on one service is restricted either by a ﬁxed deadline or by user 955
quotas. Finally, our work applies generally to resource allocation problems with 956
costly but limited resources of an unknown quality. For example, a government 957
may need to procure medicines to ﬁght a new epidemic, but it is uncertain what 958
medicines work best and it is restricted by budget constraints and stock levels of 959
the medicines. 960
Currently, our work also has a number of limitations that we will explore fur- 961
ther in future work. First, our approach does not exploit the fact that in many 962
real-world applications employers typically have additional information about the 963
applicants, which could be used to ﬁnd the best workers more quickly (e.g., repu- 964
tation ratings or lists of qualiﬁcations). However, as this information might not be 965
accurate either, it is not trivial how to eﬃciently handle it in practice. One possible 966
way is to maintain belief-based models for each user’s proﬁle, which measures the 967
uncertainty of our knowledge about the user, based on current observations. These 968
belief models are then iteratively updated as we observe the utility values from 969
the users while assigning tasks to them. Our model, however, does not currently 970
handle such belief updates. Thus, as possible future work, we intend to extend our 971
analysis to these settings. 972
Our current work also assumes that a particular worker’s performance is static, 973
that is, it is drawn from a stationary distribution. However, it may be the case 974
that due to external reasons (e.g., health and weather conditions, or other duties), 975
the performance distribution may vary over time. The bounded ε-ﬁrst algorithm 976
might fail to tackle these settings, as it is not capable of handling dynamic environ- 977
ments. In particular, due to the explicit split of exploration from exploitation, our 978
algorithm might not be able to detect future changes once the exploration phase 979
is completed. One possible way to extend our model is to use bandit algorithms 980
that do not split exploration from exploitation, such as UCB or ε-greedy (for more 981
details, see [30, 32]). However, these algorithms are not designed for the bounded 982
multi-armed bandit model, and thus, it is not trivial how to extend them to our set- 983
tings. Given this, we also aim to extend our proposed algorithm to systems with 984
dynamic behaviour. 985
Furthermore, our model considers independent tasks, where the total utility of 986
the tasks is the sum of each individual task’s utility. However, tasks may aﬀect 987
each other’s value, and thus, the total utility of these tasks may not be equal to 988
their sum of utility. For example, two tasks may contain overlapping parts. This 989
implies that their total utility is less than their sum. In contrast, two other tasks 990
might complement each other, boosting each other’s value if both are completed 991
(i.e., their total utility is higher than their sum). As our algorithm is currently not 992
39